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A recent visit to the premises of Cefla
Finishing was the opportunity to find out

more about this company, a quite recent
entry into the glass market. While well
experienced in machinery for the
finishing of wood, glass is relatively
new for the company, which has,
however, already made its name
known for its highly technological
machinery and professionalism. Glass-

Technology International spoke to some
of the people there, and visited the

production area and machinery laboratory.

Cefla Finishing, located at Imola,
near Bologna, northern Italy

Roberto Sorbini***
SORBINI SRL

Maurizio Marguccio* - Barbara Ricci Petitoni**
CEFLA FINISHING
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IFFERENT DIVISIONS
The Cefla Group is divid-

ed into four distinctive 
divisions: Cefla Finishing – Glass
& Wood Division; Cefla Impianti –
which deals with air conditioning
systems and also plans oil r igs; 
Cefla Dental – the manufacture of
dental equipment such as the chairs
and instrumentation; and Cefla Fur-
nishing – which works in the sector
dedicated to commercial furnishing.
The decision to have four divisions
that work in completely different
areas, is a great advantage as they
operate in different business fields
which follow an economical asyn-
chronous cycle. 

Cefla Finishing is the division that deals
with the finishing of raised and flat surfaces. It
was initially set up as a division to create paint-
ing systems for wood and its derivatives, but now
also deals with glass and plastic thanks to a con-
tinuous search for synergies and expansion
within the group.

SEVERAL COMPANIES
Cefla Finishing is made up of several com-

panies: Cefla Finishing, Falcioni, andSorbini,
and IGM, locate in Brazil, which will shortly be
changing its name to Cefla Finishing do Brasil.
The Sorbini family take active part in the daily
work of this company, and, in fact, Roberto
Sorbini is one of the Managing Directors of the
company.  

The relationship with Sorbini, which start-
ed in the 80s, that led Sorbini to join Cefla 

Finishing Group, has enabled to amplify the
group’s product range. In fact, Sorbini manu-
factures finishing lines for flat panels and,
more precisely, roller coaters, while Cefla
manufactures spraying machines. Falcioni,
on the other hand, concentrate mostly on the
finishing and treatment of profiles – which
include skirting boards, door and window sur-
roundings, as well as window and picture
frames. They also take care of the smoothing
of the same profiles, all in wood. 

With Sorbini, Cefla has developed the tech-
nology for the colouring of glass sheets that,
at the moment, is carried out using roller coat-
ing machines, but, in the future, may include
the possibility of shaped glass painting using
spraying machines. 

These glass sheets are used for architect-
ural glass and also for interior design mirrors
and furnishing, and the most frequent application
is that of satin finished glass. The traditional
method of satin-finishing and acid etching is
more expensive, and, in the case of acid-
etching, polluting, and the fundamental prob-
lems that these two finishings of glass have are
that they easily mark when touched. “This
problem can be eliminated by coating the sur-
face – which is what we do!” said Maurizio Mar-
guccio, Sales Director at Cefla Finishing.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
ASPECTS

In 2003, Cefla’s consolidated turnover reached
EUR 250 million, doubling the amount of the
past ten years. The Group has about 850 employ-
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A view of the
production
area at Cefla
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ees, and occupies a total covered area of 105,000
square meters. 

The company is ISO 9001 – Vision 2000
certified, the only company in its sector. 

A couple of months ago, Cefla underwent one
of its annual audits by the DNKV organization,
“and,” said Marguccio. “it was a great satis-
faction to hear the auditors say that we were
one of the few companies that not only do
not have any non-conformities, but that we also
do everything that we said we would do dur-
ing the previous control! Every year, we under-
go an audit by these organizations and we
also ask our clients to answer a questionnaire
regarding customer satisfaction.”

THE MISSION
The mission of the company – The Leader-

ship in our Hands - is an everyday reality. One
of the ways the company has decided to obtain
this is to re-invest turnover in technology and
machinery and human resources. In fact, Cefla
concentrates a great deal of its resources on the
technology and design of its machinery. All

work concerning machinery is carried out in-
house – from planning to design, to the metal-
work, software and electrical functions, going
on to complete customer, after-sales service.

PRODUCTION
Cefla can offer a complete programme of

turnkey plants, with machinery costs ranging
from about EUR 10-15 thousand, to complete
plants costing more than EUR 3 million, where
there can be more than 50  machines all con-
nected in line with powerful controlling soft-
ware produced by Cefla. 

One of Cefla’s strong points is i ts 
completely “in-house” production. “At the
levels at which we work,” said Marguccio,
“we cannot even contemplate the possibility of
having something produced/manufactured 
by a company not part of the Group. 
Our in-house activities help eliminate completely
the problem of machine downtime for 
our clients.” 

Cefla also gives the option of tele-service, 
as it has a team of technicians to verify 

The
production
area
dedicated to
the UV 2000
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receives the visit of at least two to three customers
a day – quite a number!” said Marguccio.

“The company is now working to give an
objective to the kind of work we are carrying out
in our laboratory and, therefore, start up a
series of quality standards as far as glass treat-
ment/painting is concerned, able to be veri-
fied scientifically”, Marguccio added.

MADE-TO-MEASURE VS “SERIES”
As far as the present “jumbo” sheets are

concerned, Cefla’s machines are “made-
to-measure”, and can be adapted to the size that
the client wants without problems. All Cefla’s
machines can deal with larger glass sizes as 
well as the new coated glass types, “As all we
need to know is the kind of lacquers to be
used for that particular glass type!” said Ms.
Ricci Petitoni.

As far as machines on hand are concerned,
“We do not keep machinery in stock; “ we
propose and manufacture customized solu-
tions to better satisfy customer needs and
requirements” said Ms. Ricci Petitoni “But

the plants and eventual problems before 
the decision is made to send technicians out 
for repairs. 

Painting is a very complex job, where there
is a combination between the machinery and
the paint, quality, and final effect to be obtained.
There must be, therefore, on the part of the man-
ufacturer of this machinery, an important lev-
el of knowledge and expertize both of the
machinery and the process of painting. “This
can only be obtained by continuous testing
until the final result is what our client wants,”
said Marguccio. 

LABORATORY
Another important investment made by Cefla

is its laboratory – 2,000 square meters, 50
machines up and running, and with a permanent
staff testing the machinery installed there. The
same area also functions as a Showroom, where
clients can come to test and try out the machi-
nery before buying. 

“In reality, Cefla’s laboratory is an “Open
House” each working day of the year, which

The Cefla 
Easy 2000 

in the lab
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on the other hand, we do have
two robotically-managed ware-
houses for the parts of our
machinery. Two, because one
is for the normal production of
our machinery, and the other
is entirely dedicated to spare
parts, which follow a different
and quicker cycle. 

Cefla Finishing is also an
important presence in plastic
and cement fibre – an impor-
tant material used in the Far
Eastern markets, where hous-
es are now made of cement
fibre – less costly than tradi-
tional wood. The cement, how-
ever, can now be painted to
look exactly like wood.

“Our machines,” said Ms.
Ricci Petitoni, “can also paint
a block of compressed rice to
make it look like wood!”

“With our experience,” said
Marguccio, “our dealing with
glass could give us the oppor-
tunity of producing more stan-
dard types of machines, even
if it involves a great deal of
technology that must be inves-
tigated each time a situation
arises. In fact, the inks for
glass are a great deal different
from those used for wood. And,
therefore, both the coating
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Cefla Spraybotic with six
electronically controlled

axes

A view of the well-stocked
robotic warehouse at Cefla

UV 2000 up and 
running in the lab at Cefla
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machine and the oven exploit the know-how of
Cefla, but, on the other hand, are different and
adapted for each particular product. “

Production speed of Cefla’s coating lines is
high – about four – five metres a minute –
which is almost double the speed of a temper-
ing furnace. “This however, is slow,” said Ms.
Ricci Petitoni, “if we consider a wood coating
line which can run up to 80 metres a minute!” 

Personnel needed to operate the lines is 
minimum. For an average size line, only two 
operators are necessary – one at the entrance and
the other at the exit. Obviously, this number can
change depending on the size of the glass sheet.

One of Cefla’s standard lines for glass coat-
ing takes up a maximum of 15 metres in length,
while the width is about 1.5 to 3 metres. This
includes an oven with hot air and IR radiators
(fed by gas or electricity ), two/three convey-
ors /transporters and a coating machine. 

SALES AND MARKETING
“Our organization is quite widespread as far

as sales and customer service is concerned, and
also for technical aspects. We have 12 techno-
logical specialists for our finishing department
able to verify that a line does exactly what the
client wants”. said Ms. Ricci Petitoni. There

are also 60 qualified
technicians for the
assembly of the ma-
chines around the world,
who can carry out tech-
nical interventions when
needed. Cefla has 11
service centres, in Italy
and worldwide, and
branches in North and
South America, France,
Germany, Spain, United
Kingdom, Poland, Rus-
sia and south-east Asia
and Dubai. 

A sales agreement
with Z. Bavelloni SpA
is another of  Cefla’s
recent activities geared
towards increasing its
strength in the sales and
marketing of the com-
pany’s glass lines.

FAIRS AND ADVERTISING
Cefla participates in the most important

fairs, and, in fact, will be present at glasstec, in
November. “Advertizing in specialized maga-
zines is also important.” said Marguccio, “And
inviting operators of the sector and journalists
to our clients’ premises to see how our machines
really work is also very useful”.

“Another important way for us to advertize
is an “Open House”, said Ms. Ricci Petitoni,
“where we invite our clients to our premises to
see our machines in our laboratory.■
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